
BOARD GENDER DIVERSITY
 Things you should consider when building an effective board

The Benefits of Diversity are Well-documented: 

Collective intelligence
Better 

 decision

making

New perspectives

Innovation

Financial performance

Leverage talent

More diverse companies

outperform those that are not by

50%

TANGIBLE RESULTS

Group

performance 

Reports on responses to gender diversity across organisations in
the Africa and Asia markets have found that gender diversity is

often not a top priority

Diversity is a proven catalyst for an effective board. However,
gender diversity is not being sufficiently addressed on a global

scale. 
 

25%
 of African organisations

rank gender diversity as

"unimportant"

Only 1 in 3 CEOs in Africa

have gender diversity on his

or her agenda

of the top Asian economies

do not have strategies in

place to increase women

BoDs
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Females Males

Global Board Gender Diversity Representation & Primary Market Considerations

75%

14%

9.8%

Average gender representation

on boards in Africa & Asia (2015)

Africa

Asia

17%

6%

18%

14%

10%

of CEOs in publicly

listed companies in

Africa are female

Only 5%

 

Percentage of publicly

listed boards in Africa with

1 or 0 women 

female representation

on India's listed boards

of Asia's 1500 largest

companies' have female

directors 

13%
 19.8%

Kenya has highest

female representation

on its listed boards:

Percentage of females in senior

roles in private equity (2012)

66%
5%

12.7%

Female representation on boards by region

Benefits of Board Gender Diversity: Addressing your Return on Investment

75%

$655bn

Global opportunity cost

of not having diverse

boards
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Return on equity by women's

representation on the board
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Return on invested capital by

women's representation on the

board

+66%

Stronger-than-average results prevail

at  companies where at least three

women serve 

Average WBD

Return on Equity

11.5% 16.7%

Tangible impact

of global consumers are

women

70%

of acquisition costs

reduced with each

female director added

on a board.

15.4%

 

Boardroom engagement &

attendance

Positive impact on primary

market economies

Improved risk management 

$72bn
 

If the top 700 businesses

in Africa increased

representation to 25%

potential EBITDA 

 performance improvement
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Women represent the largest consumer

base globally. Diversifying your board

to include women means your business

can be customer driven and optimised 

Building gender diversity into boards in

priority markets will ultimately benefit the

local economies in the long-term. 

 Africa gains $105bn if it improves workplace

gender diversity

the status quo needs to
change in order to

increase diversity on
boards

low board
 turnover

relying on closed
networks: directors should

be encouraged 
 to endorse outside of

existing networks

current or retired CEOs
are often perceived as

most effective

Succession plans:
creating seats for

those that are truly
different

Find candidates who
bring disruptive

perspectives to their
industry

Engage robust
sourcing and

candidate evaluation

Board composition needs to be linked to an
organisation's strategic needs

What can Fund Managers do in practice?
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Define strategic needs

PLAN

IDENTIFY

PROCESS

TheBoardroom Africa's goal is to
accelerate the placement of women
on boards with the leading pipeline of
board-ready women across Africa and
beyond. 

We do this by

Moving forward
 

Defining,
 Promoting, &

 Sustaining women on boards

With our Certified Board Training and Sustain!
programmes we expand the pipeline of board ready
women of tomorrow and enable current directors to
find their voice in the boardroom today.

Get in touch via info@theboardroomafrica.com to see
how we can help your organisation achieve its gender

diversity goals


